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Abstract—This paper deals with MIMO detection for rank 4
3GPP Long-Term-Evolution (LTE) systems. The paper revolves
around a previously known detector [1], which we shall referto
as RCSMLD (Reduced-Constellation-Size-Maximum-Likelihood-
Detector). However, a direct application of the scheme in [1]
to LTE/LTE-A rank 4 test cases results in unsatisfactory per-
formance. The first contribution of the paper is to introduce
several modifications that can jointly be applied to the basic
RCSMLD scheme which, taken together, result in excellent
performance. Our second contribution is the development ofa
highly efficient hardware structure for RCSMLD that allows f or
an implementation with very few multiplications.

I. I NTRODUCTION

Multiple-input Multiple-output (MIMO) in spatial multi-
plexing (SM) mode is a key technology in emerging systems to
meet high data rate requirements. LTE User Equipment (UE)
category 5 with a maximum data rate of 300 Mbps requires
the usage of 4 spatial layers. The MIMO detection problem
has spurred an impressive amount of research, and a good
overview can be found in, e.g., [2]. However, many detectors
that are considered ”‘low-complexity”’ in academia are not
easily implementable in LTE UE chipsets at the time being.
An example is sphere decoding (SD), which suffers from a
variable complexity. This requires the hardware design to take
significant height so that the worst case can be accommodated
- a design that leaves the chip idle most of the time. As
a remedy, the fixed-complexity sphere decoder (FCSD) was
proposed in [3], but we have observed that the FCSD has
in general a too weak trade-off between performance and
complexity. Another example is lattice-aided reduction (LAR)
techniques, which is based upon the LLL-algorithm. However,
the complexity of the LLL is high and not constant. Many
detectors are based upon the K-best principle for searching
a tree. However, as the constellation is large, say, 64-QAM,
the branching factor of the tree is large which yields high
complexity even when a small number of nodes per depth is
stored.

In this paper, we deal with downlink MIMO detection for
rank 4 SM schemes. We have the following constraints in mind
(i) the complexity is constant, (ii) hardware complexity islow
and can efficiently be pipelined, (iii) performance is as good
as full search, and (iv) maintain good performance overall
supported modulation and coding schemes inall 3GPP-like
test scenarios. This paper summarizes our efforts to designan
”‘implementable”’ detector that meets the above constraints.

The work can easily be adopted to any rank≤ 4; but extensions
to rank> 4 is possible with modifications–not treated here.

A. Notation

The i-th element of the vectora is denoted byai. The
element in thei-th row andj-th column of the matrixA is
denoted byA [i, j], and its conjugate transpose byAH. The
m-th column of a matrixA is denoted byam. The complex
conjugate to a scalar variableb is denoted byb∗. TheK ×K
identity matrix is written asIK . The expectation operator is
denoted byE{·}; C is the set of complex numbers. The real
part of a complex numberx is denoted byR{x}.

II. SYSTEM MODEL

We consider a single-cell scenario where the e-NodeB is
equipped withNT transmit (Tx) antennas, and the UE is
equipped withNR receive (Rx) antennas. The SM transmis-
sion scheme employsNL ≤ min {NT, NR} spatial layers such
that the rank isNL.

Under the assumption that the UE is perfectly synchronized
with the serving-cell, the received frequency-domain complex
signal vector for a resource-element (RE) carrying physical
downlink shared channel (PDSCH) within a subframe reads,

y = Hx + w , (1)

where H ∈ CNR×NL describes the channel matrix;x =
mapping [b1, b2, . . . , bQNL

] ∈ SNL denotes the transmitted
data symbol vector which is a mapping of the coded-bit vector
[b1, b2, . . . , bQNL

], where each element of the mapped data
symbolx belongs to a finite-alphabet setS corresponding to
a 2Q-QAM constellation. Although in LTE, the modulation
alphabet can be different for different code-words, we assume
the same modulation alphabet for both code-words without
loss of generality. The vectorw is complex Gaussian noise
with covariance matrixN0INR

.
The optimal (bit-wise) maximum a-posteriori (MAP) detec-

tion of thei-th transmitted code-bit is obtained by computing
the log-likelihood ratios (LLRs) as

Li
MAP = log




∑
x:bi(x)=1

exp
(
−µ(x)

N0

)

∑
x:bi(x)=0

exp
(
−µ(x)

N0

)


 (2)

whereµ(x) = ‖y −Hx‖2.
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To reduce the complexity of the log-MAP approach, one
resorts to the max-log-MAP (MLM) approach by replacing
the summation in (2) with the maximum term which yields

Li
MLM = − max

x:bi(x)=1
{µ(x)/N0 }+ max

x:bi(x)=0
{µ(x)/N0} .

(3)

A. The Basic RCSMLD Scheme

In this section we lay down the operations of the basic
RCSMLD in order to establish a framework for the proposed
improvements. The RCSMLD in [1] first filters the received
signaly with the MMSE filter to obtain

x̂ = HH(HHH +N0I)
−1y. (4)

For each element̂xk of x̂, we construct a setCk of cardinality
Mk that contains the constellation points inS that lie the
closest tôxk. The cardinality of the set is pre-defined in order
to have a fixed complexity. In other words,Ck is constructed
such that

s ∈ Ck, s̃ /∈ Ck ⇒ |x̂k − s|2 < |x̂k − s̃|2, and |Ck| = Mk.

The rationale behind the construction of these sets is that the
MMSE estimatêx is a fairly good estimate of the transmitted
symbol vectorx. Therefore, it is unlikely that a vector far away
from x̂ is the solution to (3). Thus, the Cartesian product of
the sets, i.e.,C = C1 × · · · × CNL

is a likely subset of the
full search-spaceSNL for the solution to (3) to lie in. The
RCSMLD is then completed by replacing (3) with the simpler

Li
RCSMLD = max

x∈C:bi(x)=1

{
−
µ(x)

N0

}
− max

x∈C:bi(x)=0

{
−
µ(x)

N0

}
.

(5)
In some cases one of the sets to maximize over may be
empty, which causes a ”‘missing bit”’ problem. This we shall
handle separately and we get back to this later in the paper.
Altogether, the RCSMLD has a complexity that is given by
M =

∏
k Mk and this complexity can significantly be smaller

than the complexity of the full search|S|NL without any major
performance degradation. Yet, when we apply the RCSMLD
scheme to LTE rank 4 test cases, unacceptably large values
of M are needed in order for the RCSMLD to reach close to
MLM-detection results.

III. PROPOSEDMODIFICATIONS TO RCSMLD

In this section we make several modifications that substan-
tially improves the performance/complexity trade-off. Due to
lack of space, we only mention some of the modifications
briefly, and defer full details to a future extended version of
the paper; but more information can be found in [6].

A. Improved Construction of the Candidate Sets Ck based on
Interference Cancellation

The main problem with the basic RCSMLD is that the con-
struction of the setsCk by the pure MMSE filtering (4) is quite
weak and should be replaced by a better detection technique
having low-complexity in order to fulfill an overall complexity
budget. We propose to use an iterative MMSE technique

where a soft-parallel interference cancellation (MMSE-SPIC)
step is performed within each iteration by utilizing only the
demodulation soft-bits1. Let Niter denote the total number of
iterations of the MMSE-SPIC. Then, the operations in each
iteration are as follows (e.g., cf. [5])

1) For all n, compute x̆n = E{xn} and σ2
xn

=

E

{
|xn−x̆n|

2
}

using the LLR outputs
{
Li
MMSE

}
from

the MMSE demodulator as prior information. In the first
iterationLi

MMSE=0, so thatx̆n=0 andσ2
xn

=1, ∀n.
2) For each layern, perform PIC:

ỹ(n) = y −

NL∑

m=1,m 6=n

hmx̆m. (6)

3) Apply the MMSE filter to each signal̃y(n) such that
the n-th layer output readŝxn = gH

n ỹ(n) where the
MMSE filter gH

n is the n-th row vector of GH =(
HHHRxx +N0INL

)−1

HH , and the diagonal ma-

trix Rxx = diag
(
σ2
x1
, . . . , σ2

xn
, . . . , σ2

xNL

)
.

4) Invoke the Gaussian approximation to the estimate

P (xn |x̂n ) ∝ exp

(
− |x̂n − βnxn|

2

σ2
w̃n

)
, (7)

where,σ2
w̃n

= βn

(
1− σ2

xn
βn

)
is the post-processing

noise-plus-interference variance,βn = gH
nhn. The post-

processing signal to noise-plus-interference ratio (SINR)
for n-th layer readsβ2

n/σ2

w̃n
.

5) Compute the set of LLRs
{
Li
MMSE

}
as2

Li
MMSE = max

xn∈S:bi(xn)=1

(
− |x̂n − βnxn|

2

σ2
w̃n

)

− max
xn∈S:bi(xn)=0

(
− |x̂n − βnxn|

2

σ2
w̃n

)
. (8)

OnceNiter iterations of the steps 1) -5) above has been carried
out, the setsCk can be constructed by choosing its members
as theMk constellation points inS that maximize (7).

A suitable choice is to useNiter = 2 or 3. The total number
of candidatesM can significantly be lowered compared with
using a pure MMSE step (i.e.,Niter = 1), and this reduction
far exceeds the complexity increase of adopting an iterative
construction of the candidate sets.

B. Linear Combination

The computed LLRs from the RCSMLD (5) are not op-
timal, no matter whether the improved candidate generation
technique from Section III-A was used or not. A simple, yet
highly effective, improvement is to apply a linear combining
of the LLRs obtained from RCSMLD and MMSE-SPIC as

Li
demod = αLi

RCSMLD + (1− α)Li
MMSE ∀i, (9)

1One could also utilize the soft-bits from the Turbo decoder.But, we do
not consider this in order to keep the complexity budget and latency low.

2We abused the notation by writingbi(xn); by this we mean that theith
bit of a vectorx is already known to fall within elementn of the vector.
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whereLi
MMSE is the obtained LLR from the last iteration of

(8). The value ofα is obtained via simulations andα = 0.5
works well. Linear combination solves also the missing bit
problem. If Li

RCSMLD is undefined for somei, one can set
α = 0 so the LLR from the MMSE-SPIC is taken as output.
This is less harmful than it appears, as an undefinedLi

RCSMLD

implies that one is already very certain about biti.

C. Candidate Reduction

One can reduce the number of candidate vectorsM by
deleting the most unlikely set of candidates. To be specific,
we remove vectors from the setC which involves two or more
of the least-likely candidates per layer.

For example, consider a rank 3 scenario and let the number
of candidate vectors to be selected be[M1,M2,M3] =
[3, 2, 2], i.e., we haveM = |C| = 12 candidate vectors to
evaluate the metric of. Then, we never evaluate the metric
of a candidate vector that contains 2 or more of the least
likely symbols per spatial layer. For the given example, we
remove 5 out of 12 vectors. The rationale is that the subsetC of
candidate vectors to consider becomes more ”‘sphere like”’as
we removed ”‘corners”’ of it. The candidate reduction method
works particularly well in low spatial correlation.

D. A Real-Valued Formulation

So far, the setsCk contained complex valued symbols from
the setS. The main idea in this modification is to let the
members ofCk be pairs where each pair contain one real-or-
imaginary part from some layerk and one real-or-imaginary
part from some other layerk′. This is accomplished by first
expressing the system with with an entirely real-valued model,
followed by a permutation of the columns of the real-valued
channel matrix. In the initial MMSE step described in Section
III-A, all processing is performed jointly on pairs of real
symbols. This strategy results in more degrees of freedom in
the design of the detector, and leads to impressive gains. Due
to lack of space, we defer further details to an extended version
of this paper, but numerical results will be presented and more
information can be found in [6].

E. Channel Estimation Error Aware RCSMLD

In practice the channel matrixH is never perfectly known.
A more realistic system model than (1) is

y = Hx+Ex+w, (10)

where E is the channel estimation error matrix andH is
the estimated channel matrix by the UE. We assume that all
elements inE are IID, and that they follow a zero-mean
complex Gaussian distribution with varianceσ2

ce. Moreover,
we assume thatσ2

ce is known to the UE. With that, the
noise density depends on the magnitude ofx, so that when
evaluating the metric ofx, one should replaceµ(x)/N0 by

NR · log
(
N0 + ‖x‖2σ2

ce

)
+

µ(x)

N0 + ‖x‖2σ2
ce

.

This change, that can lead to substantial performance in-
crease [4], can seamlessly be incorporated into RCSMLD

directly in (5). For many other detectors, such as tree-searches,
this is not the case as the total vectorx is not available at
intermediate depths in the search tree so that the total noise
densityN0+‖x‖2σ2

ce is not known. In RCSMLD, on the other
hand, all candidate vectors are knownprior to computing any
metrics, so thatN0+‖x‖2σ2

ce is at hand. In the initial candidate
generation step in Section III-A,‖x‖2 is not available, but a
suitable remedy is to replaceN0 with N0 + E{‖x‖2}σ2

ce.

F. Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) Methods

The RCSMLD scheme can nicely be merged with MCMC
[7]. We propose to introduce the Gibbs sampler after the
initial candidate generation in Section III-A. The motivation
for considering MCMC is to reduce the number of candidates
even further and to generate a better candidate list before
computing their metrics in (5). Unlike methods proposed in the
literature which utilize costly techniques to initialize the Gibbs
sampler, e.g., QRD-M [9], fixed-sphere-decoders [10], our
method utilizes the low-complexity MMSE-SPIC technique
in Section III-A to initialize multiple Gibbs samplers with
multiple candidate vectors.

As per our numerical results, the number of Gibbs sampler
iterations per hypothesis candidate vector that can rendergood
performance is typically two or three. Further details about
the complexity-performance tradeoff by introducing MCMC
is defered to a future extended version of the paper.

IV. EFFICIENT HARDWARE STRUCTURE TO COMPUTE(5)

We next turn our attention to an efficient way to compute
all M metricsµ(x) = ‖y − Hx‖2. The valueµ(x) can be
written as

µ(x) ∝ −R
{
xHHHy

}
+

1

2
xHHHHx

=

NL∑

n=1

|xn|
2G[n, n]

2
−R

{
x∗
n

[
zn−

n−1∑

m=1

G[n,m]xm

]}

(11)

where we have definedG = HHH and z = HHy. The
metric µ(x) can now be evaluated in a recursive fashion
over a tree structure. In the above summation, the indexn
has the meaning of ”tree-depth”. This is so since for each
stagen, only the symbolsxn, xn−1, . . . , x1 are involved in
the computations. To better visualize this, it is useful to define
the partial metric

µL(x) ,

L∑

n=1

|xn|
2G[n, n]

2
−R

{
x∗
n

[
zn−

n−1∑

m=1

G[n,m]xm

]}

whereµ(x) = µNL
(x) is the quantity of interest. Then, we

can directly reach the recursive formulation

µL(x) = µL−1(x) + |xL|
2G[L,L]

2

−R

{
x∗
L

[
zL−

L−1∑

m=1

G[L,m]xm

]}
. (12)
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By making the additional definitions

γk(x) , −R{x∗zk}+ |x|2
G[k, k]

2
δmn(x, y) , R{x∗G[m,n]y} . (13)

we can express the recursive metric as

µL(x) = µL−1(x) + γL(xL) +

L−1∑

m=1

δLm(xL, xm). (14)

The important observation is that the recursive formulation
of the metric in (14) does not involve any multiplications at
all wheneverγk(·) andδmn(·, ·) are computed. However, these
functions needs only to be evaluated for the candidates in the
setsCk.

To keep complexity low, the order in which one processes
the layers is important. One should order the spatial layersin
ascending order based on the post-processing SINR of MMSE-
SPIC such that the largest number of candidates is assigned
to the weakest symbol layer (in the post-processing SINR
sense) while the strongest symbol layer should be assigned
the smallest number of candidates. For example, with 64-
QAM inputs, the number of candidates per layer can be
represented in vector form[M1,M2,M3,M4] = [14, 9, 5, 4],
which implies that the total number of candidates areM =
|C| = 14 × 9 × 5 × 4 = 2520 (which corresponds to only
≈0.015% of a full search). The weakest layer has 14 candidate
symbols, while the strongest layer considers only 4.

After straight-forward derivations, one can conclude that
only

3

NL∑

k=1

Mk

︸ ︷︷ ︸
γ part

+2

NL∑

k=2

Mk

k−1∑

ℓ=1

Mℓ

︸ ︷︷ ︸
δ part

real multiplications are needed. However, if the channel matrix
H remains constant for some time, then the part related to
δ only needs to be computed once per coherence interval.
Finally, we mention that the number of real additions to
compute all theM metrics is

2

NL∑

k=1

Mk+

NL∑

k=2

Mk

k−1∑

ℓ=1

Mℓ+

NL∑

ℓ=3

Mℓ

ℓ−2∑

k=1

k∏

n=1

Mk+2

NL∑

k=2

k∏

ℓ=1

Mℓ.

Let us consider a numerical example. Suppose that we have
[M1,M2,M3,M4] = [8, 7, 4, 4]. This gives a total of 453 real
multiplications in order to compute the metrics of 896 complex
vectors. The number of real additions is 2474.

V. SIMULATION RESULTS

We next turn to an elaborate simulation study of the offered
performance of our improved RCSMLD scheme for a number
of 3GPP-like test cases. The simulation parameters and the
investigated test scenarios are summarized in Table I.

Results for Test 1 are given in Figure 1. In this test we can
see that the basic RCSMLD scheme from [1] performs rather
well and outperforms the MMSE detector with several dBs.

2UD means user-defined, i.e., non-3GPP, spatial correlation, wherebyα =
0.1 andβ = 0.1 (cf. [8] for the definition ofα andβ).

TABLE I
SIMULATION PARAMETERS FORLTE PDSCH.

Parameters Test-1 Test-2 Test-3 Test-4
BW (full-PRB allocation) 1.4 MHz
Tx EVM 6%
MIMO Configuration 4×4, Open Loop Spatial Mux. (TM3), fixed Rank=4.
HARQ 8 processes and max. 4 transmissions.
Modulation 16QAM 64QAM QPSK 16QAM
Code-rate 0.72 0.85 0.33 0.72
Channel Model ETU300 ETU70 ETU70 ETU70
Correlation model Low Low High UD112

Channel & Noise-variance Estimate Perfect
Other Information LTE Turbo Encoder, control channel-4 OFDM symb.

Fig. 1. Simulation of Test case 1 with different detectors. Letters (e.g., XY)
following ”‘RCSMLD”’ refers to the proposed modifications in Sections III-X
and III-Y, respectively.

However, there is still a gap to MLM, and to close this gap
much largerMk values are needed. With the improved RC-
SMLD detector, the gap to MLM can be closed fully by using
the improved candidate set construction (”‘A”’) in SectionIII-
A and the real-valued formulation (”‘D”’) in Section III-D.
Note that the improvement ”‘C”’ is a complexity reduction
improvement and not a performance improvement. We can
also conclude that MMSE-SPIC alone is not competitive
(increasingNiter does not improve at all). The basic RCSMLD
scheme with theM -vector [7, 7, 5, 5] evaluates 1225 metrics,
while the improved RCSMLD with[5, 5, 3, 3] only evaluates
160 (after candidate reduction in Section III-C).

Fig. 2. Simulation of Test case 2 with different detectors.

Results for the more challenging Test 2 with 64-QAM
inputs are given in Figure 2. In this case we can see that
the basic RCSMLD detector is far too weak, as it does not
improve much over MMSE even with very large values of
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M . Since we have 64-QAM inputs, we have not been able
to generate the MLM curve due to its high complexity. The
gains of using the improvements can be seen clearly. Using the
improvements from Sections III-A, III-B, III-C, and III-D,we
can reach gains of several dBs over an MMSE-SPIC detector.
The effectiveness of the improvments are clear as the smallest
M-vector [7, 7, 4, 4], performs the best. This corresponds to
computing the metrics of just 648 candidate vectors out of
more than 16 millions.

Fig. 3. Simulation of Test case 3 with different detectors.

In Figure 3 we show results for test case 3 which is
based on QPSK inputs. Although the MLM detector is of
low-complexity, so that complexity reduction is perhaps not
critical, we report this case as interesting observations can be
made. The two bottom curves at high SNR are for MAP and
the MLM, i.e., the detectors (2) and (3), which are usually
thought of as optimal. However, large gains are possible by
incorporating linear combination between the MMSE-SPIC
output and the MAP output, as is shown with the dashed
triangle-marked curve. In fact, at high SNR the MMSE-SPIC
detector is the best among all the detectors. Compared with
the MAP approach, the improved RCSMLD, where the most
important improvement is the linear combination from Section
III-B, has slightly reduced complexity both in terms of number
of candidates and also since it uses the MLM computations
rather than the MAP computation when generating LLRs.
As can be seen, the RCSMLD is robust, but the linear
combination factorα should be better tuned in order to not
sacrifice performance at high SNR. At low SNR, one could
use0.5 < α < 1 and at high SNRα = 0 is more suitable for
this test condition. Although at first glance, the fact that the
MAP performs so badly may appear strange, our investigations
show that the effect can partly be explained by the composite
effect of the high spatial correlation and transmit EVM.

Although not much details were given about the MCMC
improvement, we report results for it in Figure 4 under the
test case 4. Again, we can see that the basic RCSMLD scheme
performs poorly, and that MAP and MLM without any linear
combination with MMSE-SPIC are far from optimal. However,
a linear combination of MAP with MMSE-SPIC results in
excellent performance and is shown in the top curve. For this
test case we made two tests with the improved RCSMLD, one
with MCMC (3 Gibbs sampling iterations) and one without; in

Fig. 4. Simulation of Test case 4 with different detectors.

both cases it is critical to do linear combination with MMSE-
SPIC. It can be seen that the MCMC improvement is highly
effective and allows for a further reduction of the candidate
numbers. With MCMC activated, we can reach close to the
performance of MAP with linear combination.

VI. CONCLUSION

We have proposed a number of improvements to a MIMO
detector studied in [1], including an efficient hardware struc-
ture for it. With the proposed modifications, the complexity-
performance tradeoff is significantly improved. We have pre-
sented simulation results for a number of LTE/LTE-A rank
4 test cases. We conclude that with the improvements made,
very few metrics need to be calculated to obtain excellent
performance. It is also critical to perform a linear combination
between the output of the detector with the output of the
simpler MMSE-SPIC detector. This holds even for the MAP
detector.
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